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Introduction 

Telecom operators haven’t been particularly good at delivering engaging customer 

experiences. The sector’s recent average Net Promoter Score of 32 puts it in 18th place 

among 24 industries. 

What’s behind the bad ratings? The blame primarily comes from telcos being tied to 

legacy infrastructure with a multiplicity of vendors providing switching, transmission, 

signaling, database, content, applications, OSS/BSS systems, and other equipment, 

software, and services that combine to create a complex operational map. The mash of 

supporting infrastructure hasn’t been up to the demands of quickly building and evolving 

new services and deftly managing existing ones.  

Customer experience suffers when an intricately constructed base of installed resources 

aren’t carefully monitored for assured availability. Users can be frustrated by 

compromised video quality and degraded download and upload speeds as well as 

sluggish performance for data-heavy mobile apps.  

Inconsistent and poor service have a direct relationship to customer dissatisfaction and 

churn. For example, according to a TM Forum Quick Insights report that analyzed data 

from 36 mobile communications services providers across 24 countries, churn rates 

ranged from 14% to 75% for all customer types. That translates into a serious decline in 

profits.  

While telcos are beginning to compact their infrastructure across all network domains 

for 5G – and the connected-life and -business use cases so appealing to consumers and 

companies that it will enable – monitoring resources, infrastructure and services remain 

critical to ensuring a good customer experience.    

 

Defining Customer Experience Management Platforms 

Best-in-class, next-gen customer experience management (CEM) platforms can head off 

problems before they manifest themselves to the customer. That should make a big 

difference in reducing churn.  

CEM for the telco sector requires the gathering of information in real-time from a myriad 
of operational systems, aggregating them and performing analytics to discover 
malfunctions and drops in service quality.  

Most CEM solutions, however, do not combine analytical (OLAP) and operational (OLTP) 
workloads in the same underlying database.  They cannot, then,  deliver real-time insights 
that point operators to network problems and performance issues that commonly 
surface in the data-intensive telecom industry. They require using extract, transform and 

https://npsbenchmarks.com/industry/telecommunications
https://inform.tmforum.org/research-reports/inspire-loyalty-customer-lifecycle-management/?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiTWpBNE56QXhabU5qTW1VMiIsInQiOiJlSEhURUZWanlCbUwrajBqQ2U2K0ltU012d05xTEkrNjQreElNRzFXRW12KytcL3N1d3l2QnJocXpZcGpBbmhPcDJiWVdiTndDTk5tTFJ6Y2d1RndVRVE9PSJ9
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load (ETL) copy processes to move data from transactional systems to analytic ones, 
which delays processing as well as increases analytics costs. 

Top Requirements of Telecom CEM  

Telcos can avoid these issues by adopting LeanXcale, a fully ACID-compliant database 
that will enable them to sustain orderly, extremely fast transactional system updates on 
distributed data while simultaneously handling analytical queries in a fast and highly 
scalable way.  

Built on the premise of ensuring database technical excellence via more than 12 
disruptive technologies, LeanXcale provides a simple architecture and innovative 
features to tackle the individual challenges that telcos face in driving a satisf ying 
customer experience.  

Telecom operators must be able to: 

• Maximize the rate at which data from probes, logs, agents and other sources 

is ingested and aggregated with exceptional cost-efficiency.    

 

o LeanXcale value proposition: 

▪ Fast data insertion with data directly available for analytical 

usage: The KiVi distributed storage engine is a relational key 

value store. It combines the efficiency and scalability of a key-

value with a SQL database’s ease of use and ACID capabilities. 

KiVi provides, locally, all SQL capabilities but JOIN. All the 

inserted data is directly available for the distributed SQL 

engine. Its disruptive mono-thread design avoids the usage of 

thread context switches, thread synchronization and NUMA 

remote memory access, making it extremely efficient and 

cost-effective. 

▪ Optimized for time series management: KiVi allows data to be 

inserted from any source at very high rates, a capability that is 

especially appropriate for time series ingestion, extraction and 

aggregation calculation. Patent-pending bi-dimensional 

partitioning makes smart usage of memory cache both for 

time- series insertion and query time for maximum efficiency.   
 

▪ Optimized for KPIs calculation: Patent-pending online 

aggregation enabled by an innovative semantic concurrency 

control, which prevents parallel query conflicts, computes 

aggregated KPIs in aggregated KPI tables as data is ingested. 

LeanXcale transparently manages aggregations efficiently. 

Analytical aggregation queries are simple single-row queries 
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from the appropriate aggregated KPI table for the greatest 

efficiency. 

 

• Provide full, end-to-end, cost-effective monitoring and visualization to 

identify and correct network problems before they scale and result in 

service degradation or disruption.   

 

o LeanXcale value proposition: 

▪ Real time analytics: Hybrid transactional analytical 

processing (HTAP) allows real-time analytics and 

visualizations for detecting network and QoS issues as soon 

as data from all sources is ingested. Call description records 

(CDRs) can be processed in realtime for any purpose. A 

distributed data warehouse engine supports running 

analytical queries directly on operational data, so there is no 

need to perform ETLs. That can save up to 80% of the average 

cost of conducting business analytics.  

 

▪ Easy dashboarding and advanced analytics: LeanXcale 

integration with BI tools and ML frameworks provides a strong 

foundation to smoothly create root-cause analysis, proactive 

anomalies detection and data visualization. DevOps teams 

can analyze and identify root-cause problems as soon as the 

first symptoms appear, rather than waiting to load the 

previous day’s data. 

 

▪ Any BI tool supporting JDBC or ODATA connectivity can be 

integrated. Any machine learning toolkit can be integrated 

through JDBC, SQLAlchemy or Apache Arrow. Third-party 

applications can access monitoring, security and recovery 

functions as needed. 

 

• Operate as a unified and centralized system for performance management 

integrated with Operations Support Systems (OSSs), bringing order to 

telcos’ knotty infrastructures.  

 

o LeanXcale value proposition: 

 

▪ Global single view at any scale: Its patented Iguazu 

technology is a single, unified system for managing 
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transactions efficiently at any scale. It enables scaling out 

linearly from one node to hundreds of nodes maintaining all 

the ACID properties. One hundred nodes delivers 100x the 

throughput of a single node. 

 

▪ Easy OSS integration: LeanXcale JDBC and OData interfaces 

also seamlessly support integration with other OSSs. 

 

Business Values of LeanXcale Architecture Simplicity 

LeanXcale is a versatile database that manages multiple workloads,  including high-rate 

ingestion, SQL operational loads or analytical queries. A CEM platform based on 

LeanXcale doesn’t require using a myriad of ultra-specific databases. Because it is 

independent of other databases, there is no need to move data among systems. This 

accommodates real-time data usage -- and at any scale due to the Iguazu algorithm.  

LeanXcale versatility has a strong impact in the development, maintenance, and quality 

of a CEM solution.  The main business values of this approach are: 

● Lower Time-To-Market (TTM): The telco engineering team has only to develop 

in one SQL-based database rather than multiple technologies for faster build. 

● Lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO): LeanXcale facilitates more 

straightforward deployment and maintenance. It can manage any volume, 

scaling horizontally with entirely linear behavior. LeanXcale also has a low annual 

subscription fee. 

● Lower Mean-Time-To-Repair (MTTR): By providing real-time analytics 

capabilities, the processing delays inherent to ETL are avoided and issues can be 

addressed in realtime before problems are noticeable to customers. MTTR also 

is reduced by calculating KPIs in realtime, managing time series efficiently, and 

providing direct access to realtime data-enabling models by machine Learning 

and BI platforms. 

 

Conclusion 

The LeanXcale CEM platform puts telco companies in an optimal position to offer a more 

stable and reliable customer experience. That, in turn, puts them in an optimal position 

to minimize customer churn. 
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The value of that, which ideally will be reflected in better NPS scores, can’t be 

underestimated. It should result in an improved LTV to CAC ratio, which traditional telco 

companies need in an increasingly competitive environment. 

 

Resources 

Visit www.leanxcale.com for more information, or contact us at info@leanxcale.com. 

Free Trial (https://www.leanxcale.com/trial) 

Documentation and drivers (https://www.leanxcale.com/company-resources) 

Whitepapers and videos (https://www.leanxcale.com/company-resources) 

Get a demo (https://www.leanxcale.com/get-a-demo) 

Talks (https://www.leanxcale.com/talks) 

Blog (https://www.leanxcale.com/blog) 

 

http://www.leanxcale.com/
mailto:info@leanxcale.com
https://www.leanxcale.com/trial
https://www.leanxcale.com/company-resources
https://www.leanxcale.com/company-resources
https://www.leanxcale.com/get-a-demo
https://www.leanxcale.com/talks
https://www.leanxcale.com/blog

